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SPOTLIGHT: Kraus Motor Company
STORY AND PHOTOS BY STEPHEN BERNER

Filework from Kraus Motor
Taking the time to do it with passion
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met Satya Kraus a few years ago
in Sturgis, introduced by mutual
friend Bob Seeger, Jr. of Indian
Larry Motorcycles. Seeger, Jr. has
introduced me to a lot of folks
(thanks, Bobby), but one of the
most interesting guys I’ve met
through the Heavy Hitter connection
is Satya.
Standouts in a sea of tall blackclad, beard-sporting traditionalists
and their bikes, both Satya and his
machines require the interested
party have an open mind. Kraus
Motor Company pushes the envelope of how we view bikes, bike
builders, function, style and stereotypes. These machines are easy to
miss and dismiss in a sea of brightly
decorated Easter eggs. They either
draw you in or are passed over as
being unconventional.
Growing up in a culture of dirt
bikes and rural, “fix it yourself or it
stays broke” thinking, Satya learned
early on to fend for himself and figure it out. Another by-product of
this remote lifestyle was a lack of
outside influence so he pursued his
own ideas, learning to make them
happen with the resources at his
disposal and having fun all the while.
Not afraid to ask questions or listen to what others had to say, Satya
was fortunate to be surrounded by
some generous and talented folks
who were willing to share what they
knew. Don’t know how to bend tubing? No problem, ask someone who
does. This philosophy serves him
well to this day. This is a guy who,
although he is bright as hell, is not a
know-it-all in any sense.
Supported, inspired and prodded
by the ever-so-talented Alan Kraus—
Satya’s Dad, machinist, and spiritual
guiding light—Satya knows his back
is covered and his ideas will be executed with a machinist’s degree of
care and precision that is lacking in
all but the finest watch maker’s ateliers. Time and quality have a different meaning in the Kraus shop than
in the outside world. Alan makes
sure of it.
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A background in the design field,
comprised of equal parts planning
and process, gave Satya the discipline to finish what he started, to
see his work through from concept
through to completion, even though
the projects might take a good deal
of time, energy, resources and be
complex.
Working in relative seclusion, at a
very different pace than most
“shops”, Kraus Motor Company is a
different kind of place. Not only is it in
a different kind of place, it is a different kind of place with its own special
pace and feel. Family, fans, customers and close friends rally around
Kraus MoCo. You can feel the positive energy and openness to new
ideas, and the bikes that roll out of
the shop clearly embody this spirit.
Eschewing high tech fabrication
methods, Kraus MoCo prides itself
on what I call “filework,” that is, a
hands-on, handmade approach that
allows each piece to be fit and crafted by hand; slowly, carefully and with
a great deal of precision. A good example is that of using a file vs. a
grinder. Both accomplish nearly the
same result, but not exactly—and it
is that level of “exactly” that Kraus demands of itself and its finished work.

Close ain’t happening here.
So, without further ado, I’d like to
introduce you to four unique machines from Kraus Motor Company:
the Dyna, 30:60, Snatch, and the
Johnson Special—with Satya sharing some of the thinking behind
each of these distinctive, handwrought machines.
To see more of these great machines, go to THE BUMP at IWBlogger.com

*RESOURCES

Kraus Motor Company
Cazadero, CA
707-632-6252
www.krausmotorco.com
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Snatch
I appreciate many kinds of motorcycles
but especially vintage bikes. It’s the smell,
the simplicity, and the dedication to function that draw me in. A motorcycle that’s
lean, light, and handles the road surface
through tuned suspension. It’s something
about the desire to go faster and look
great doing it. Snatch makes me feel like
riding. We built this machine with custom
performance in mind.
With functionality foremost in our
thoughts we went to work designing and
building a rear suspension system that
would give a solid 3 inches of travel and retain the nice lines of a rigid. After machining
and fabricating the rear end we began bending tubing for the frame and mounted some
super light highly tunable air shocks. A skid
plate under the motor and raised trans
makes for an aggressive look. The rake is
28˚, which lends itself to agile handling.
The front end is our take on a Springer.
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Traditionally Springers are somewhat
clunky and non-performing. It’s no fun to
be screaming down the road and have
your front wheel hopping a foot in the air.
As well, there can be great aspects of a
Springer, good axle path, little brake dive,
and low un-sprung weight. We designed
and built our own Springer and left out the
unwanted characteristics. We started by
milling some flats in tubing, then adding a
slight taper, and finished them off with
nice bends to bring the tops in tight to the
neck. Simple.
The top triple clamp has a hidden
clamp and serves as the mount for the
air shock. We offset the rocker mounts
off the rear of the legs to supply perfect
trail. The handlebars are motocross style
and look super clean with our Kraus
Twist Controls. The 91” motor has an
EVO bottom end and a Shovel top end,
and we did quite a bit of reshaping to the
barrels, heads, and rocker boxes, to get
the lump to look good. The bulletproof
transmission is a BAKER Powerbox. It

has a great function formed look that
compliments our style.
The trans helped set the vibe of the
bike. The wheels are Italian-made Alpina
tubeless spoke. The brakes are Brembo
four-piston front and rear. We bent up
some stainless tubing to frame in the aluminum teardrop seat pan. Beaver Leather
Craft provided us with an exemplary saddle of Buffalo hide. We banged out a mudguard and built an aluminum gas tank that
resembles an old ‘70s Honda Elsinore
tank to finish it off.
We coated the frame with
brass/bronze using a metal spray and
patinas, then a light sand to bring the
color out. The motor was stripped, polished and reassembled. All the little bits
and pieces of aluminum and stainless
were polished and the gas tank and mudguard were brushed. In the end we didn’t
use one drop of paint on this machine; it
just didn’t need it. It was a lot of work but
for some reason it all feels worth it when
you’re riding Snatch. —Satya Kraus
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The Dyna
I have a lot of full custom bikes and love
to ride them but with that much work and
time invested it’s hard to take them out
and beat ‘em up on a daily basis. So I set
out to have a stocker that was, for the
most part, replaceable. I started this project with an ugly, heavy, 1999 Harley
Dyna. First thing to go was the front end,
which I replaced with an inverted sport
bike model, running big radial brakes.
Set up with a set of Black Bike aluminum
spoke wheels and some oversize Ohlins
shocks on the rear, this bike sticks. The only
frame modification was cutting the rear
fender struts short and removing the oversize square box on the side of the bike that
held all the electrical junk. I beat out aluminum panels to thin out the look of the
center of the bike under the seat, and fashioned an aluminum tail section to give a dirt
bike feel. I fabricated the gas tank, and a
simple set of mid controls. Obie Beaver
hand-tooled a killer Gucci seat.
I sourced the Acerbis LED headlight and
some cool parts from Jason at MX1West,
attending to the details. With Brembo hand
controls and a few little pieces here and
there, I was ready to head off to Sturgis.
The bike performed great and got plenty of
looks. The Ohlins rear suspension and upside-down front end, not to mention a lot of
brakes, has put the Dyna in a whole other
riding bracket. Able to lie the bike over in a
corner and not worry about the kickstand
or controls slapping the ground gives the
competent rider piece of mind and confidence. —Satya Kraus

(Editor’s Note: For the record: In 2009
Satya took his Dyna to the Bonneville Salt
Flats and earned a AMA land speed
record at 145.18 mph.)
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30:60
I set out to create this machine believing that things can always be done better. I decided to
not order the parts I needed, but
rather I’d build them. I ‘d been
dreaming up the front suspension for a while, and decided this
was the time to strike. While in
the design phase we decided to
keep the chopper spirit. All extraneous items and parts went out
the window including triple trees.
The bike started taking shape
and from the 30˚ high bars to
the open primary drive and electric start assembly, the many
custom-made parts reflect my
original thought. The bike enjoys
a low stance and is comfortable
to ride. 30:60 is open and mechanical but embraces the spirit
of technology, and reinterprets
the past in a new way.
The ‘69 80” Panhead motor
with S&S cases and STD heads,
five-speed trans, sprocket
brake, and 40-spoke wheels sit
in a custom rigid gooseneckstyle frame producing an aggressive stance. The front end
is a triple tree-less neck with an
original front suspension system
utilizing small leaf springs that
ride directly on the rocker arms
making for a clean look and little
un-sprung weight. The hand
controls are also a unique leverless system. The right hand
control is an internal twist throttle and front brake. As you roll
the grip back it revs the RPMs.
Return to idle position then roll
the grip forward and it engages
the front brake. On the left hand
is the internal twist clutch. The
combination makes a very clean
usable package. Every part on
this bike has been thought of,
each redesigned and massaged
to fit the overall composition.
The whole bike was custom fabricated manually. Every part
captures a feeling of hand-made
craftsmanship.—Satya Kraus
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Johnson Special
Paul Johnson asked us to build him a frame
similar to 30:60. After talking about front-ends I
realized that what he really wanted was a full
ground up custom with some resemblance to
30:60.
It’s interesting how every time we talked about
styles or parts to use we always came back to
30:60. I realize there’s always room for improvement but how many times have you heard that
classic song redone or covered and it just isn’t as
good as the original? I was not going to let this
happen so I improved things I knew I could.
When you build a bike for someone else there
are many things to consider beyond styling. Type
of user is one consideration that stands out. This
one question can steer a build in so many directions. What components? What is the owner’s
knowledge of maintenance? Where do they live?
What type of roads do they use? How hard do
they ride? What size is the owner? Paul is a tall
guy so his body type needed to be addressed.
To me, ergonomics on a motorcycle are more
important than horsepower. If you aren’t comfortable you will not be able to use the machine
properly—and I’m not talking about backrests
and heated grips, I mean pure performance riding. When you feel as if the bike is an extension
of yourself, you become faster and safer. You
can have more fun and others will have fun riding with you.
We set the neck to 40 degrees and used one
of our own triple tree-less BMX-rated front ends.
This front end is so light and agile that it really
translates to a nice ride. Also the unsprung
weight is so minimal that any bumps in the road
are smoothed out, up front at least.
I fabricated a gas tank that I felt would compliment the length of the bike. The seat uses a
nice dampened coil over shock and was covered
in tooled leather by my brother-in-law Obie
Beaver. Paul had this beautifully polished Evo
motor, using Delkron cases and S&S top end
parts so he and his uncle Gilbert brought it up to
the shop.
He also scraped up a transmission and a 3”
BDL belt drive to go with the motor. He personally did a great job on the polishing of the drivetrain. We fabricated a hugger fender that gives
some nice coverage to keep the grime off the
back. The paint was done by Kirk Taylor; he laid
down a simply classic two-tone paint job. Overall
it’s just a beautifully simple custom with a little
Kraus low rider styling. —Satya Kraus
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